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Whether you're working in your own business or trying to organize your extended family - or maybe even both - with a reliable system that can maintain organized contacts, that's not enough. Electronic Rolodex isn't really enough, although that's pretty much what most of us rely on these days. Instead, we should be able to tell when we last spoke to this
contact, if we promised to handle any tasks or any other details that our address books do not track. That means we need some sort of contact management. CRM is not just for people with big fancy corner offices anymore. It's very easy to get into the habit of syncing all GMail. After all, Google is kind enough to automatically add everyone you talk to to your
address book, keeping the whole process fairly simple. But when it comes to managing your contacts, GMail is just not enough. Say I want to find a doctor in hundreds of contacts who call my GMail account home: I need to know the name of the doctor I'm looking for. Searching only for a doctor only pulls up emails that have that word in them - too much to
sort out. This goes beyond missing posts, however. Aside from the very basic notes, I can't add information to my contacts. If I want to remember a birthday or project that my contact is working on, I add it to the note and hope I remember what it is. We're talking about a less-than-ideal approach to contact management. The practical reason behind CRMBy is
the time you fold your second cousin, the guys you met at this networking event last year, and all the different service people who keep your house in tip-top shape, you have a stack of business cards that could rival the height of a small office building. Will you be able to put your hands on the exact phone number you need in an emergency, even after you
have added all these numbers to the address book? I don't think I can. It's a question of how we remember who we're looking for. If I needed a plumber, for example, I'd probably remember who I got his name from or when I last called him long before I remembered his name or company. The same can be true for business contacts and a lot of CRM software
makes allowances for how our brain works. Highrise, for example, allows users to search through notes, emails and other keyword data like a plumber or programmer. Entering business and personal togetherCRM software is usually designed with the sales department in mind: rather than contact, C's CRM usually means customer. That's why you can add
so much information. Anything that can lead to a sale, from remembering a birthday to a preferred work out of time, should This doesn't mean you don't have to add your personal contacts to your management system. CRM solutions will help you make your personal and professional life more productive. This statement suggests, of course, that you managed
to keep them them I know not, and the thought of trying to keep them separate is more than a little scary. But why should we have separate programs that notify us of family members' birthdays and sales? To manage two systems requires doubling the job - perhaps even more for this cousin you regularly do business with. With the advent of social networks
such as Facebook and LinkedIn - where most people are connected with both personal and professional contacts - it seems more than reasonable to start managing all our contacts from the same place. I get the feeling that many companies discount the value of maintaining a system for personal contacts - despite the number of versions and network
features that come from outside the office. Fortunately, once you've actually got CRM SOFTWARE, no one can stop you from adding your personal contacts as well as those people you know professionally. Sticking PointYour contacts of all kinds are valuable. If you've ever done sales for a large company you know how hard employers work to keep Rolodex
when an employee leaves. A good CRM file costs money - it's a matter of deciding how valuable your file is. The real stumbling block for CRM software and those of us without companies willing to pay for it should be the price. Joel wrote about some of the options online yesterday, and none of them had a price tag I could justify for personal use. Of course,
there are some free options, but they have some serious limitations. The solution is not entirely simple: it's worth our time to be more productive, but a lot are we willing to spend on CRM? Maybe we are not able to justify the high price for our personal use, but what about contact management that can help us improve our careers? Our own business? Our
external projects? The price I'm willing to spend goes up with each group of my contacts I think about managing - what about you? How many contacts outside of your job are 9 to 5 you have? And what are you willing to do to manage them effectively? The rapper, actor, producer and author discusses raising money, pitching investors like Shark Tank's Mark
Cuban, and building his Rock Bell brand as founder and CEO. December 1, 1997 10 minutes to read This story appears in the December 1997 issue of the entrepreneur. While the end of the year is fast approaching, there is still time to thoroughly examine your tax situation and zero on strategies to help trim your 1997 tax liabilities. Year-end planning is
particularly important this year with the new Taxpayer Assistance Act 1997. The law contains more than 800 changes and nearly 300 new provisions to the IRS code, according to CCH Inc., a provider of legal, tax and business information in Riverwoods, Illinois. capital from 28 percent to 20 percent, however, most changes to the new tax legislation will not
affect your 1997 declaration. But they will affect the tax moves you make in the new year. As for your 1997 tax return, the year You have until December 31 to put your strategies in place. Too often, when April rolls over, taxpayers look back and say: I have all these incomes and I wish I had written off more expenses last year, says Susan Jacksack, a small
business analyst at CCH But for now, it's too late to do much about it. Play profits to reap the benefits of lower capital gains tax, you had to sell assets such as shares or business on or after May 7, 1997. Under the new law, a maximum capital gains tax rate of 20 per cent applies to the sale of assets that you hold for more than a year and sold between 7
May 1997 and 28 July 1997. For sales occurring after July 28, the new law requires you to hold assets for more than 18 months to qualify for a 20 percent capital gain. (The law also establishes a category of medium-term profits, so if you sold assets after July 28, 1997, and keep them for more than one year - but not more than 18 months - you'll still pay a
maximum rate of 28 percent.) For taxpayers in the 15 percent federal income tax bracket, the capital gains rate is even lower: 10 percent. The rate on short-term capital gains has not changed. Any income on an asset that you have held for 12 months or less is taxed at the normal rate of income tax of up to 39.6 percent. Before the end of the year, match
your capital gains against your losses, says Jacksack. This step will allow you to save even more on capital gains taxes, since your losses will offset any profits you have realized. Making cuts to your best bet for 1997 is to follow what is considered tried and true strategies to trim your tax liabilities. For taxpayers using the cash accounting method, see where
you are at the end of the year so you can speed up your spending for this year and push your income into the new year, said Robert Webb, director of the tax department of Denver accounting firm Gelfond Hochstadt Pangburn and Co. In accordance with the monetary method, the income is taxed upon receipt, and the expenses are deducted upon payment.
One way to move on to the new year is to send invoices at the end of December so as not to receive payment for your goods or services until next year. To increase your costs, consider buying any necessary equipment before the end of the year. The annual limit on the deduction for qualifying equipment, which was put into service in 1997, is $18,000, $500
more than in 1996. Keep in mind that the deduction may not exceed the taxable income earned from your business. You can also accumulate expenses by having a business repair done and providing holiday gifts to customers. The deduction limit for customer gifts is $25 per recipient. Taxpayers who use the accounting method can also reduce their taxes.
While it's more difficult to manage the bottom line for accruing taxpayers, there are still tax-saving steps to follow, argues Mark Dow, a tax partner at the St. Louis office of Coopers and Lybrand LLP. With C method, sales are taxed and expenses are deducted when incurred. Taxpayers may want to create an employee bonus plan. This allows the business
owner to take a deduction this year on the cost of the plan, but bonuses do not have to be paid until 1998. Under the law, you have two and a half months after the end of the fiscal year to pay bonuses to employees, as long as they do not own more than 50 percent of the firm. If they do, you have to pay bonuses by the end of the year to get the deduction.
Business owners in both cash and accrued ways in search of deductions should consider making a charitable donation by December 31. The Corporation can deduct up to 10 percent of its net taxable income for charitable contributions. Make sure the charity provides you with a written justification for the amount paid if it is $250 or more. If you changed your
residence this year because of your business, you may be able to deduct certain travel costs if you meet IRS requirements for distance and time. The deductible costs include the cost of moving household goods and travelling to a new residence. Preliminary house hunting costs or temporary living expenses are not qualifies. Also, if you spent time this year
looking for a business to buy but don't buy one, the expenses you incurred while searching are deducted. If you made a purchase, you can't deduct the cost of the search, but you can deduct the starting costs for at least 60 months. The other deduction concerns bad debts. If you are unable to collect money from a client, you can claim a deduction for that
amount if you have paid taxes on it. The IRS allows accruals of taxpayers to deduct bad debt in a year when it becomes partially or completely useless. To prove your deduction, you'll need reporting showing when your collection efforts have stopped and the debt has been written off. If you're self-employed, keep an eye on the estimated taxes, Says Doe. If
you fall behind in terms of required calculated tax payments, then increase the deduction by the end of the year, he says. The law requires that the proposed tax payments to add up to at least 100 percent of last year's tax or the 90 percent tax you owe in 1997 (depending on whether it will help you avoid a fine). Please note that the special rule applies to
individuals with adjusted gross income (AGI) for the previous year over $150,000. To qualify for the previous year's safe haven, these high-income individuals must pay 110 percent of the previous year's tax instead of 100 percent. Tax Deferrferment Moves In Search of Tax Savings, Don't Neglect Your Retirement Program. Putting money into a Keogh, 401
(k) or individual retirement account is one of the best ways business owners can reduce their taxable income. Money deposited into a retirement plan is usually taxed and grows tax-free until withdrawn. Keogh plans, designed for self-employed persons, must be set up by December 31 for contributions to be deducted in 1997. Maximum Maximum You can
contribute varies depending on the type of Keogh you created. With a 401 (k) plan, you can defer a tax-free portion of your salary each year. The maximum limit this year is $9,500.The new tax law has created several new types of IRAs, making these investments more attractive than they have been in the past. One of the most significant new retirement
accounts is the Roth IRA, named after its main sponsor, Sen. William W. Roth Jr. (R-DE). A Roth IRA won't be available until next year, however. While contributions made to these IUs will not be taxed, these funds may rise tax-free. You will also be able to withdraw money from this IRA tax-free if certain qualifications are met. Contributions of up to $2,000 a
year ($4,000 if filing jointly) will be allowed for all IRA. However, the ability to make a full contribution phase if your AGI is between $95,000 and $110,000 for a single filers and between $150,000 and $160,000 for joint profits. The lower your AGI within these ranges, the greater your maximum allowable contribution. If you earn more than $110,000 (one) or
$160,000 (joint), you can't contribute at all. Looking ahead to a number of other changes stemming from the new tax law will also affect small business owners. While the provisions will not affect your 1997 return, keep them in mind as you look ahead to the new year and beyond. Under the new law, for example, it improves the health insurance deduction for
self-employed persons. Under the new law, the deduction rises to 100 percent within a few years. Although this deduction still accounts for 40 per cent of health insurance costs in 1997, it will increase to 45 per cent in 1998 and 1999. It will rise to 50 per cent in 2000 and 2001. By 2002, it will reach 60 per cent and then rise to 80 per cent from 2003 to 2005.
In 2006 it will be 90 percent and will finally reach 100 percent in 2007.The 20 percent alternative minimum tax for small companies is abolished for tax years starting January 1, 1998. A small company is defined as a company that had an average annual gross revenue of less than $5 million over a three-year period beginning January 1, 1995.Under the new
law, the tax regime of home offices has been liberalized since 1999. Under the change, business owners who keep records, schedule appointments and perform other similar activities from the home office are eligible to deduct until they have any other fixed business place where they do a large amount of administrative work. This change effectively
overturns the Supreme Court's decision, which ruled that the deduction cannot be made if The office was only used for administrative or managerial functions. The new law also gradually increases the amount that is exempt from the gift and property tax to $1 million by 2006. Currently, every taxpayer is entitled to and transfer property worth up to $600,000
without paying gifts or property taxes. Next year, the amount will start to increase, rising to $625,000. In light of these recent changes, it's a good idea to carefully consider your will or trust to determine if any changes need to be made, says Jacksack.Starting in 1998, a new law restricting to two years a business owner's ability to carry back net operating
losses and extending the portable period to 20 years. Under the old law, a business owner can incur losses for three years and 15 years. If you find yourself in that situation, you'll have to use those losses for a shorter period of figurative back, says Dow.Limited partners can breathe a sigh of relief thanks to the new tax law. The IRS regulation, which imposes
self-employment taxes on the profits of thousands of limited partners, was imposed by a temporary moratorium under the Taxpayer Assistance Act. While the changes are not permanent at the moment, proponents of the moratorium hope it will raise awareness among small business owners about the dangers of the stealth tax and act as a call to action to
make the moratorium permanent. (For more information, see Tax Conversation, Sept. While tax planning should be a year-long effort, many taxpayers are waiting until the last days of December to come up with strategies to save on their tax bills. If you find yourself in that situation, don't despair, Webb says. You still have time to make some tax savings
moves for 1997 and prepare for next year when, thanks to the Taxpayer Assistance Act, there will be new ways to trim your federal tax bill. Contact Sources CCH Inc., and Lybrand LLCs, 1 Metropolitan Sq., #2200, St. Louis, MO 63102, mark.dow@us.coopers.comGelfond Hochstadt Pangburn Co., (303) 831-5038, bwebb@ghpcpa.comWilson, Sonsini,
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